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9.9.1 Introduction
An algorithm has been developed to automatically detect and characterize coherent structures from a general two-dimensional, two-components (2D-2C)
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velocity field. The method is based on the continuous wavelet transform [329],
whose characteristic selectivity in both space and frequency domains allows
to automatically locate and determine the core size of the coherent structures
contained in the velocity field. Coherent structures are usually regarded as
patches of vortical (swirling) fluid that exhibits some coherence over a certain spatial extent and lifetime, and are individually more energetic than the
background turbulence ([329, 331, 335, 336]). The present method has been
developed to take advantage of the enstrophy (squared vorticity) fields calculated from the PIV data.
9.9.2 Vortex Detection Algorithm
The robustness of the detection algorithm is a key issue in the present application. It should be immune to contaminations of the vortical field by experimental noise, and discriminate between shearing and swirling motion. The
filtering properties of the continuous wavelet transform are combined with a
topological criterion to achieve the highest robustness.
We assume that the distribution of vorticity over a cross-sectional area of
a vortex can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution (Oseen vortex). The
two-dimensional Marr wavelet, also called Mexican Hat wavelet, has accordingly been selected as a mother wavelet:
(
)
[
]
Ψ (x, y) = 2 − x2 − y 2 exp −(x2 + y 2 )/2
(9.1)
The vortex detection algorithm consists in finding the local maxima of
the continuous wavelet transform of the instantaneous squared vorticity field
ω 2 (x, y) or enstrophy :
∫∫
f2 (l, x′ , y ′ ) =
ω
ω 2 (x, y) Ψl,x′ ,y′ (x, y) dxdy
(9.2)
R2

where Ψl,x′ ,y′ (x, y) is a daughter wavelet obtained by translation and proper
scaling of the mother wavelet (9.1). The position of the local maxima in
f2 (l, x′ , y ′ ) map yields the location
the three-dimensional wavelet transform ω
′ ′
(x , y ) and the corresponding scale l of the candidate vortices. The proportionality factor between the wavelet scale l and the vortex core diameter σc
has been obtained analytically in [339].
Shearing and swirling motion
A topological criterion is used at each position in order to assess whether the
flow pattern is dominated by shearing or swirling motion [272, 328, 330]. The
two-dimensional simplification of the criterion based on the the λ2 -parameter
is used [332]:
2
λ2 = (∂u/∂x) + (∂v/∂x) (∂u/∂y) .
(9.3)
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λ2 has a negative value in regions of swirling fluid motion. Please note that
the expression (9.3) is only relevant if the flow is locally two-dimensional and
aligned with the measurement plane. The λ2 < 0 criterion might otherwise
erroneously indicate the presence of a vortex (or its absence) because of the
missing components of the full velocity gradient tensor.
When no assumption can be made on the two-dimensionality of the flow,
another criterion is used to disregard shear layers. It is based on the isotropy
of the candidate vortex. A coeﬃcient translating the correlation between the
candidate vortex pattern and an isotropic Gaussian pattern is calculated:
α(l, x′ , y ′ ) ≡

f2 (l, x′ , y ′ )max
ω
f2 (l, x′ , y ′ )th
ω

(9.4)

f2 (l, x′ , y ′ )max is the maximum wavelet coeﬃcient at the location of the
where ω
f2 (l, x′ , y ′ )th is the theoretical value that the wavelet
candidate vortex, and ω
transform would have if the detected structure was an Oseen vortex with a
core radius corresponding to the wavelet scale l.
To summarize, the vortex detection algorithm accepts the vortical strucf2 (l, x′ , y ′ ),
tures that correspond to a local maximum of the wavelet transform ω
and for which the conditions
f2 (l, x′ , y ′ ) ≥ ω
f2 (l, x′ , y ′ )thresh
ω

; λ2 (x′ , y ′ ) ≤ λ2,thresh

; α(l, x′ , y ′ ) ≥ αthresh

are simultaneously satisfied.
9.9.3 Application to the Backward-Facing Step Flow
Experimental setup and measurements
The experimental investigation is performed in a low-speed wind tunnel
sketched in figure 9.46(a). The test section is divided in two parts by a horizontal Plexiglas plate, forming a ∼ (0.2 × 0.08) m2 duct section upstream of
the step (figure 9.46(a)). The step height is h = 0.02 m. The expansion ratio,
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(a) Test section.

(b) Measurement zones.

Fig. 9.46. Backward-facing step experimental configuration.
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defined as the ratio of the test section height past the step Ly to the height upstream, is equal to 1.25. The value of the free stream inlet velocity, upstream
of the step is U0 = 3.8 m/s, giving a Reynolds number Reh = U0 h/ν ≃ 5100.
A double pulsed Nd:YAG laser providing up to 200 mJ per pulse (pulse
duration ≃ 5 ns) is used to illuminate a thin vertical sheet of the flow in
the mid-plane of the test section. The flow is seeded at the entrance of the
centrifugal blower by 1 µm oil particles. The particle images are recorded
using a 12-bit fan-cooled digital PCO camera, having a full frame resolution
of 1280 × 1024 pixel2 . A 50 mm Nikon objective was used, with an f-number
of f# = 4. Series of 32 pairs of images are grabbed by an acquisition board
mounted on a PC with the PCO software at a frame rate of 4.1 Hz.
Five campaigns of PIV measurements have been performed, covering the
field of view indicated in figure 9.46(b). The zones 1, 2 and 3 have been considered for the vortex detection. For each series, 1024 pairs of images have
been acquired and processed using Window Distortion Iterative Multigrid
(WIDIM), a PIV cross-correlation software developed at the von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics. Details on this software are given in [337]. Velocity
fields containing 212 × 169 vectors have been obtained using a 50% window
overlap. The spatial resolution is h/50 = 0.4 mm.
Statistical results
The mean velocity field shown in figure 9.47 is obtained by ensemble-averaging
the 1024 fields acquired one for each of the zones 1, 2 and 3. Mean velocity
profiles, turbulence intensities and Reynolds stresses have been extracted in
[340] and show an excellent agreement with DNS data obtained by Le et al.
in [334].
Vortex detection
Figure 9.49 shows a typical result of the vortex detection procedure. The
circles superimposed on the vorticity field indicate the dimension of the vortex
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Fig. 9.47. Ensemble-averaged velocity field.
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Fig. 9.48. Turbulence spectrum calculated on the basis of the detected
vortices characteristics.

core at each detection location. The thumbnails illustrate the swirling motion
by subtracting from the velocity field the average velocity computed over the
core region.
The core circulation Γc and diameter Dc of the detected coherent structures are combined on figure 9.48 to mimic the classical power spectrum representation in the Fourier domain. The normalized energy based on the circulation Γc is plotted versus a normalized wave number built as the inverse
of the diameter Dc . The averaged spectrum represented by the line in figure 9.48 shows a slope about −3. This slope has also been obtained by Le
& Moin [333] for the spectrum of the streamwise velocity component Euu at
the position (x = 5 h ; y = 2.03 h).
Further statistical results on the coherent structures of this flow have been
reported in [338]. It has been observed that these results are fairly robust with
respect to a variation of the thresholds.
9.9.4 Conclusions
A coherent structure detection algorithm has been developed, based on the
properties of selectivity in space and scale of the continuous wavelet transform.
For application to experimental data, a special attention was given to the
robustness of the procedure. Moreover, with regard to the large amount of
data that is often needed to obtain statistical convergence, the analysis has to
be automatized. The statistical properties of the coherent structures have been
derived from the results obtained with the detection algorithm. A pseudoturbulence energy spectrum has been generated on the basis of the detected
vortex sizes and circulations. The decay of this spectrum has a slope similar
to numerical results previously obtained in the literature.
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Fig. 9.49. Example of vortex detection using thresholds ωthresh h/U0 = 2.695,
λ2,thresh h2 /U02 = −4.543 and αthresh = 0.5. The circles indicate the size of the vortex cores. The detailed velocity fields that are shown for some vortices are obtained
by subtraction of the average velocity over the vortex core from the instantaneous
velocity field.

